Treating Alzheimer's disease: do clinical trial methods produce unnecessary practitioner dilemmas?
Recent clinical trials and critical reviews of Alzheimer's disease (AD) research discourage already relatively sparing clinical uses of cholinesterase inhibitors (ChEIs) considering the prevalence of AD. As evidence against use of this class of drugs, detractors cite critical reviews of ChEIs and lack of long-term health benefits found in one long-term clinical trial. This paper describes the use of standard error of measurement to allow investigators to design clinical trials that address these issues. The new clinical trial procedures afford sufficient precision for two purposes. First, practitioners can assess individual patients with precision and certainty in their observations. Second, clinical trial researchers can study how short-term drug effects on individual patients predict long-term benefits from continued treatment. With these more clinically informative clinical trial designs, investigators would be able to avoid uncertainties currently raised by conflicts between short- and long-term AD clinical trials.